FirstMark Elite Internship Program

Arizona students are invited to apply to FirstMark Elite, a competitive program that matches outstanding computer science and engineering students (undergraduates and graduates) with paid summer internships at leading startups across the country.

The program provides exposure to the rapidly growing tech ecosystem and the opportunity to meet with some of the best entrepreneurs, founders, and technologists in the country. Students also benefit from a summer curriculum consisting of networking and mentoring events like “Tech Talks” with founders, and social and educational workshops with leading venture capitalists and CTOs.

Details:

- **With one application, students are applying to 30+ startups** including Shopify, Schoology, Knewton, Omaze, NewsCred, Tapad, and more

- We are currently accepting applications on a rolling basis. The final deadline is Friday, January 15th but we strongly encourage students to apply early

- A group of Semi-Finalists will be invited to FirstMark's headquarters in NYC on Friday, February 5th to interview with a handful of participating startups

- From those Semi-Finalists, a select group will be offered paid summer internships at the most innovative companies in the world

Application: [firstmarkelite.com](http://firstmarkelite.com)

About FirstMark Capital

FirstMark Capital is an early stage venture capital firm based in New York City. Our mission is to partner with exceptional entrepreneurs who are changing the world by solving meaningful problems. We have built a deeply engaged community among the extraordinary teams in our network to spread ideas and opportunities. We are privileged to work alongside the founders of remarkable businesses like Pinterest, Shopify, Riot Games, InVision, Tapad, NewsCred and dozens more. Visit us in New York City or online at [firstmarkcap.com](http://firstmarkcap.com) and @FirstMarkCap.